
 

 

[8:56:35 PM] Lewot: Well, okay, let's see... 

[8:56:38 PM] KV: Immune to Bleeding 

[8:56:41 PM] Lewot: loading... 

[8:56:48 PM] Andrew Cornell: OH GOD WE'RE STARTING 

[8:56:51 PM] Andrew Cornell: PLACES EVERYONE 

[8:56:52 PM] KV: AUGH FUCK 

[8:56:55 PM] Lewot: (like Graupel, it doesn't bleed, it melts) 

[8:57:04 PM] KV: KV puts on his robe and wizard hat 

[8:57:35 PM] Lewot: We totally should do this in real life dressed in funny costumes and with 

Hegel sitting above us in one of those tennis referee chairs... 

[8:57:53 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: I do own a viking hat. 

[8:57:58 PM] KV: I have a friend with a pair of pilot's goggles 

[8:58:11 PM] Lewot: I have a moose hat :3 

[8:58:28 PM] KV: and I could spike my hair up like Miles' 

[8:58:31 PM] Andrew Cornell: I have an imagination 

[8:58:34 PM] Lewot: Uhhh, anyway, you just defeated Travis Turnip. 

[8:59:00 PM] Lewot: Rammen acquired the Tree Key, but looking around Travis's den, you don't 

see any trees with holes in them. 

[8:59:17 PM] Lewot: You'll have to find a way back up out of the pit. 

[8:59:36 PM] Lewot: There are about four different ways you could get back up there, and the 

harder they are to think of, the less they'll cost you. 

[8:59:47 PM] Lewot: Also I think I forgot the two more complicated ones. 

[8:59:49 PM] KV: Miles climbs up to the top of one of the trees the group had landed in on the 

way down to get a feel for the height. 

[9:00:00 PM] Andrew Cornell: (if you say catapult turtle is one of the more complicated ones...) 

[9:00:21 PM] Lewot: It's really really high. You can't jump it. 

[9:00:23 PM] KV: (isn't that a Yu-Gi-Oh monster?) 

[9:00:28 PM] Andrew Cornell: (ayup) 

[9:00:35 PM] KV: (dafuq) 

[9:00:38 PM] Andrew Cornell: (prolly unnatural to the surrounding area) 

[9:01:03 PM] Andrew Cornell: I look around the pit in which we landed, scouring the walls for 

clues. 

[9:01:13 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan begins to doze off. 

[9:02:28 PM] Lewot: There don't seem to be any handholds or anything. It's just a dirt pit. 

[9:03:15 PM] Lewot: Oh, I just remembered one of the cleverer solutions, and it's really cool =P 

[9:03:25 PM] Lewot: You should think of it. 

[9:03:48 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: Jay ponders for a moment, reevaluating the pit they 

were in. 

[9:03:55 PM] KV: (I have an idea, but it's REALLY crazy ridiculous) 

[9:04:39 PM] KV: (and it invokes the drinking game) 

[9:04:41 PM] Lewot: There was some kind of trapdoor in the floor above, where Rammen 

jumped over a glass tree and then made it shatter. Miles is sitting in the bouncy tree that you all 

landed on when you fell. During the fall, there was no wind to lift you up. 

[9:05:15 PM] Lewot: Around you, the walls are dirt, until you get over by Travis's lair, where 

trees are growing underground. 



 

 

[9:05:31 PM] KV: Miles tests the bounciness of the tree. He jumps up and down a couple times. 

[9:05:59 PM] Lewot: It's quite bouncy. Miles gains some height. 

[9:06:15 PM] Andrew Cornell: I look over to see how close to the trapdoor Miles gets 

[9:06:23 PM] KV: Miles continues bouncing, attempting to get higher and higher 

[9:06:46 PM] Lewot: Putting all his Platform into the bounce, Miles is able to reach the top of 

the pit! 

[9:07:06 PM] KV: "Hah! Awesome!" 

[9:07:10 PM] KV: "Except, uh..." 

[9:07:15 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan looks up. 

[9:07:17 PM] KV: Miles peers down into the trapdoor. 

[9:07:23 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Well at least one of us is out," I mutter. 

[9:07:24 PM] Lewot: Miles and Levan look at each other. 

[9:07:26 PM] KV: "Now how do we get the rest of you out?" 

[9:07:55 PM] Lewot: The rest of you should be able to climb into the tree--it's not very high--but 

whether it'll get you out, you're not sure. 

[9:08:09 PM] KV: (gotta check some stats and stuff, hang on) 

[9:08:45 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Levan, Jay, let's climb up the tree," I say. "I think I have an idea 

as to how to get us out." 

[9:08:52 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan gets really floaty. 

[9:09:02 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: Jay nodded, then. 

[9:09:11 PM] Lewot: Levan kinda floats up and pulls herself into the tree. 

[9:09:18 PM] Lewot: Rammen and Jay climb up after her. 

[9:09:24 PM] Lewot: You're all sitting in the bushy top. 

[9:10:04 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Alright, I think if Levan makes us really light, we can use the 

bounce in this tree to propel us upwards and then use our strength to toss us upwards to the top," 

I explain to the two. 

[9:10:23 PM] Andrew Cornell: "We may have to ask Miles to help out, since he can get to the 

trapdoor the easiest." 

[9:10:23 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan nods, listening. 

[9:10:35 PM] KV: "It could work." 

[9:10:42 PM] Andrew Cornell: I look up and call out to Miles, "Hey you think you can help us 

out, Miles?" 

[9:11:01 PM] KV: Miles calls down the pit. "Think so! Might require some good timing, but it 

sounds doable." 

[9:12:13 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I think it ought to work. With all of us being so light, any one of 

us can throw another up near the top. All we'll need is some good jump," I continue explaining. 

[9:12:36 PM] Andrew Cornell: (jump being a reference to Platforming) 

[9:12:49 PM] Lewot: Cicadas continue to drone throughout the conversation. 

[9:13:03 PM] Andrew Cornell: "So I think we should have Jay sent up first after Levan lightens 

us up." 

[9:13:19 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan zones out to listen to the cicadas, but does the job of making 

everyone lighter. 

[9:13:29 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: "All righty." 

[9:13:39 PM] Lewot: Levan lifts Rammen and Jay with her ability. They are now feathery light. 

[9:13:45 PM] KV: Miles straightens up, ready to assist. 



 

 

[9:14:15 PM] Andrew Cornell: I pick up the now lightened Jay and bounce up as high as I can 

with the trees, throwing him up when I've found the highest arc 

[9:14:20 PM] Andrew Cornell: or something like that 

[9:14:27 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: "Wheee" 

[9:14:39 PM] Lewot: Rammen lifts Jay and bounces on the bouncy tree! 

[9:14:49 PM] Lewot: At the height of his bounce, he tosses Jay upward! 

[9:15:25 PM] Lewot: His 5 Platform gets him pretty high... unfortunately, he only has 1 Strength, 

and even with Jay's lightened weight, he doesn't manage to throw him all the way to Miles. 

[9:15:37 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Uh oh..." 

[9:15:39 PM] Lewot: It's pretty close, though. 

[9:15:52 PM] KV: (that's why I needed to check stats. lol) 

[9:16:00 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: "Waah." 

[9:16:11 PM] Andrew Cornell: I watch as Jay falls back down on top of me and we plummet 

down to the tree. 

[9:16:24 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan looks at them quietly. 

[9:16:24 PM] Lewot: You both bounce off the tree again. 

[9:16:30 PM] Lëvîtý: She puts a finger up to her chin. 

[9:16:39 PM] Lëvîtý: She seems nervous. 

[9:16:42 PM] Lewot: It was pretty close! 

[9:17:10 PM] KV: "Try it the other way. Jay, you're stronger, you do the throwing!" 

[9:17:45 PM] KV: (less bouncing, but a hell of a throw) 

[9:17:57 PM] Lewot: (Of course, Levan is supposed to have to stay holding hands, but we'll say 

the effect lingers for just long enough to pull this off.) 

[9:19:42 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan does the lifty thing again, assuming everyone is together? I'm a little 

confused;; 

[9:19:48 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: Jay nods, "Sure thing." 

[9:20:42 PM] Lewot: (What we're saying is that Levan will now lift Rammen, and he will stay 

lifted for a few seconds after she lets go of his hand. While he's still light, Jay will grab him, 

bounce, and throw him up to Miles.) 

[9:21:31 PM] Andrew Cornell: (technically the plan is to have Miles help us out from the bouncy 

tree with getting up to the trapdoor, and then he bounces up to join us >_>) 

[9:21:49 PM] Lewot: Is that what KV said? 

[9:22:04 PM] Andrew Cornell: (no, that's what I said...) 

[9:22:07 PM] KV: (That was what I thought Arora said) 

[9:22:35 PM] KV: (but I dunno, just having Jay throw Rammen oughta work, he's got a 

combined Platform and Strength of 7) 

[9:22:42 PM] KV: (Jay does, I mean) 

[9:22:43 PM] Lewot: I didn't see Mies jump back down. 

[9:22:48 PM] Lewot: l 

[9:22:49 PM] KV: (I didn't) 

[9:22:54 PM] Andrew Cornell: (he never did <_<) 

[9:23:20 PM] Andrew Cornell: (the problem after that is getting Jay up, and the Platform is what 

counts with the bouncing) 

[9:23:21 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan does the thing she is supposed to do! 

[9:23:43 PM] Lewot: Well, let's have your characters agree on something. 



 

 

[9:23:55 PM] Lëvîtý: Yes. 

[9:23:56 PM] Andrew Cornell: (which is why I was thinking do Jay, then Levan/me, then Miles) 

[9:23:56 PM] KV: (I thought the plan was to get into position, then I jump down, bounce, and 

carry/throw you back up through the door) 

[9:23:58 PM] Lewot: Levan kinda floats above the tree, a little confused. 

[9:24:23 PM] KV: Miles sits down. "Hang on, I thought I was supposed to jump down? Someone 

give me a signal or something?" 

[9:24:39 PM] Andrew Cornell: I facepalm. Somehow this has been overlooked... 

[9:24:47 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Miles, get down here please," I call out. 

[9:25:04 PM] KV: Miles faces the camera, shrugs, shakes his head, and jumps down through the 

trap door. 

[9:25:17 PM] Lewot: The cicada droning seems to become quieter, as though the cicadas are 

listening to your conversation. 

[9:25:22 PM] Lewot: Miles jumps back down. 

[9:25:38 PM] Lewot: He lands on the tree, in between everyone else, and bounces a few times 

until he comes to a halt. 

[9:25:43 PM] Lewot: Now everyone is on the tree. 

[9:26:18 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Alright, allow me to go over the plan again, since being at the 

top of pit doesn't lend one's hearing any aid anyway," I say. 

[9:26:32 PM] KV: Miles sticks his tongue out at Rammen. 

[9:28:03 PM] Andrew Cornell: "So Levan makes us really light like she usually does, then using 

those of us with...more strength than me, you'll jump using the bounce of the tree while carrying 

another party member, then toss them up towards the top of the pit with your strength, allowing 

for us to reach the top and then be there to help up any others. Miles ought to be the last one up, 

since he can jump straight to the top," I explain. 

[9:28:14 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Okay? So 1) Levan Lift." 

[9:28:22 PM] Andrew Cornell: "2) Jump on tree with member." 

[9:28:29 PM] Andrew Cornell: "3) toss member" 

[9:28:33 PM] Andrew Cornell: "4) reach top" 

[9:28:39 PM] Andrew Cornell: "5) Miles is last" 

[9:28:46 PM] Andrew Cornell: "6) doodle some question marks 

[9:28:53 PM] Andrew Cornell: "and finally 7) profit." 

[9:29:24 PM] Lewot: A bird caws in the distance. 

[9:29:26 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan nods again, listening. 

[9:29:27 PM] KV: "Okay, sounds good. I should be able to throw all of you up there easily with 

Levan's lift, but Jay should be the first one up so he can catch you two." 

[9:29:47 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Pretty much what I was suggesting in the first place..." 

[9:29:48 PM] Lëvîtý: There's something that seems to be making her uneasy. She hears the bird. 

[9:29:54 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Or something to that effect." 

[9:30:31 PM] KV: "Well, now that that's settled, Levan, if you'd be so kind...?" 

[9:31:09 PM] Lëvîtý: "Yes!" Levan takes everyone's hands and lifts, even doing the dramatic 

Spanish chant again. 

[9:31:30 PM] Lewot: Levantamos! 

[9:31:47 PM] Lewot: Everyone becomes light. 

[9:32:20 PM] Lëvîtý: (it's ironic because the word also means "we get up in the morning" which 



 

 

is something I don't do often) 

[9:32:25 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Fantastic, let's-a go!" 

[9:32:31 PM] Lëvîtý: (or at least "we get out of bed") 

[9:32:33 PM] KV: Miles grabs Jay and begins bouncing up to the trapdoor 

[9:32:39 PM] KV: ("we rise" I get it) 

[9:32:42 PM] Andrew Cornell: (hehehe, get out of bed, what a silly thing) 

[9:32:54 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: Jay's ready to go. 

[9:33:10 PM] Lewot: Miles is holding Jay and bouncing! 

[9:33:30 PM] KV: Not quite at the peak of his jump, Miles throws Jay through the trapdoor with 

all of his Strength! 

[9:33:54 PM] KV: (trying not to inadvertantly cause falling damage from being launched up 

through the door and coming back down) 

[9:34:08 PM] KV: (since that seems like the kind of thing you'd do) 

[9:34:12 PM] Lewot: (Oh, no, don't worry.) 

[9:34:21 PM] Lewot: Miles tosses Jay up out of the pit! 

[9:34:23 PM] KV: (or maybe the kind of thing Hegel would do.) 

[9:34:28 PM] Lewot: He probably would =P 

[9:34:42 PM] Lewot: I was considering having you land on someone for mutual damage when 

you jumped back down 

[9:34:48 PM] Lewot: but I didn't 

[9:35:00 PM] Lewot: anyway you could just go hit the Heal Block and come back and do this 

again 

[9:35:00 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: Jay reaches for the ledge. 

[9:35:04 PM] Andrew Cornell: (oh Lewot, you so kind~) 

[9:35:08 PM] Lewot: Jay grabs the ledge. 

[9:35:45 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan does the thing. 

[9:35:54 PM] KV: Miles lands in the bouncy tree again, this time with a grip on Rammen. 

[9:36:02 PM] KV: "Get ready to catch, Jay, just in case!" 

[9:36:20 PM] Lewot: Levan lightens Rammen again and Miles grabs him and bounces some 

more! 

[9:36:23 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: He begins to pull himself up. 

[9:36:33 PM] Lewot: Jay pulls himself safely onto higher ground. 

[9:36:38 PM] Lewot: Or regular-height ground. 

[9:36:43 PM] Lewot: Non-underground. 

[9:36:49 PM] KV: ...ground. 

[9:37:18 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Waaaaaahhhhhaaaaaahhhhhhaaaaaahhhaaaahhhh" 

[9:37:34 PM] Andrew Cornell: -is all I have to say, getting somewhat dragged around like a 

ragdoll. 

[9:37:37 PM] Andrew Cornell: Almost literally. 

[9:37:44 PM] Lewot: Quite =P 

[9:38:06 PM] KV: Miles bounces again, and throws Rammen through the trapdoor up to Jay. 

[9:38:16 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan seems to be rather amused by all of the people bouncing around. She 

giggles. 

[9:38:16 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: "Sweet, guys! I'm up!" 

[9:38:44 PM] Lewot: Rammen flies up out of the hole just as Jay turns and speaks to the group. 



 

 

[9:38:51 PM] Lewot: Levan giggles cutely. 

[9:39:02 PM] Lewot: Miles falls back down and bounces some more. 

[9:39:15 PM] Andrew Cornell: "WAAAAAAAHHHHHHHH~~~" 

[9:39:30 PM] Andrew Cornell: Well, I did just get thrown through the air. 

[9:39:38 PM] Andrew Cornell: Like an almost literal ragdoll. 

[9:40:16 PM] KV: Miles looks up. "Everyone okay?" 

[9:40:20 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: "Well then." 

[9:40:28 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: Jay waves back down, "Yeah, we're fine!" 

[9:40:36 PM] Andrew Cornell: I land on the ground with a thud. 

[9:40:51 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Shpeak fear yoersaelf," I mumble in the dirt. 

[9:40:59 PM] Lewot: (This is the cleverer solution I had planned, so good job, Arora.) 

[9:41:13 PM] KV: (Remind me to tell you about my off-the-wall solution after this) 

[9:41:34 PM] KV: Miles looks at Levan. "I think we can save me a trip. Climb on my back and 

do your lifty thing." 

[9:42:28 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan nods happily and climbs onto Miles' back, then repeats her dramatic 

Spanish chant! "It's fun watching you guys bounce up and down like little jumping beans!" 

[9:42:41 PM] Lëvîtý: "I hope you haven't broken anything!" 

[9:42:44 PM] Lewot: (Jumping beans should be an item) 

[9:42:58 PM] Andrew Cornell: (yayyyyy clever solution~) 

[9:43:08 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: Jay gives Rammen a thumbs up. 

[9:43:24 PM] KV: Miles bounces up as high as he can, Levan on his back. 

[9:43:35 PM] Lewot: Miles carries Levan out of the pit! 

[9:43:42 PM] Lewot: You're all back up to where you were. 

[9:43:58 PM] Lewot: Appropriate for a turnip to have an underground lair, no? 

[9:44:14 PM] KV: (Very much so.) 

[9:44:28 PM] KV: Miles lands on the ground next to the trap door, still carrying Levan. 

[9:44:30 PM] KV: "Hehehe." 

[9:44:44 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan yawns again. "This atmosphere is so hypnotizing..." 

[9:45:02 PM] KV: "So, uh..." 

[9:45:06 PM] KV: "How do we get out of here?" 

[9:45:26 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan clings onto Miles. 

[9:45:29 PM] Lewot: I'm not sure if the rest of you are aware that Rammen picked up the Tree 

Key. 

[9:45:48 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan looks at Miles. "Hey you! You have a thing." 

[9:45:58 PM] Lëvîtý: "Do something with that thing!" 

[9:46:02 PM] KV: "I do?" 

[9:46:05 PM] KV: "What thing?" 

[9:46:12 PM] Lëvîtý: (I meant Rammen) 

[9:46:21 PM] Andrew Cornell: I stand up and pull out the Tree Key I have stashed away. 

[9:46:22 PM] Lëvîtý: (not Miles) 

[9:46:26 PM] KV: (hee hee, it's funnier this way) 

[9:46:32 PM] Lëvîtý: (sorry omg I was distracted by food) 

[9:46:36 PM] Lëvîtý: (FOOD OKAY) 

[9:46:43 PM] Andrew Cornell: (food = great) 

[9:46:44 PM] Lewot: (Food is good <3 ) 



 

 

[9:46:46 PM] KV: "Oh, HIS thing. Okay." 

[9:46:56 PM] Lëvîtý: (OMG) 

[9:46:56 PM] Lewot: The Tree Key is basically a large wooden key. 

[9:47:01 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Alright then," I say looking for the lock this key would go in. 

[9:47:04 PM] Lëvîtý: (THE INNUDENDO) 

[9:47:14 PM] Andrew Cornell: (heeheeheeheehee~) 

[9:47:39 PM] Lewot: Rammen looks around and sees a tree in the back wall that has a hole in it. 

It looks like the key would fit. 

[9:48:19 PM] Andrew Cornell: "There," I say, heading towards the hole. 

[9:48:25 PM] Andrew Cornell: I then insert the key into the hole and rotate it. 

[9:48:36 PM] KV: Miles follows Rammen, Levan still on his back. 

[9:48:43 PM] Lewot: As the key rotates, the tree leans to the right, and the one on its left leans to 

the left. 

[9:48:45 PM] KV: He doesn't seem to notice he's still carrying her. 

[9:48:47 PM] Lewot: A path is open. 

[9:49:12 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Here we are," I say, "come along!" 

[9:49:18 PM] Andrew Cornell: I head down through the newly opened path. 

[9:49:23 PM] Lewot: Rammen leads the party through the opening. 

[9:49:31 PM] Lewot: The path ahead looks very long and straight. 

[9:49:40 PM] Lewot: At the end, it looks like there's a pretty high cliff. 

[9:49:52 PM] Lewot: On top of the cliff, it looks like some kind of object is sitting there... 

[9:50:31 PM] Lewot: You hear a kind of... how do I describe the sound? A far-off THWUNK, 

maybe. But with a bit of reverb, as though it happened three times in quick succession. 

[9:50:50 PM] Lewot: You're not sure what the sound was... 

[9:51:12 PM] Lewot: Then you notice that it looks like some objects are flying toward you, down 

the straight and narrow path... 

[9:51:30 PM] Lewot: They're coming closer... 

[9:51:43 PM] KV: Miles braces himself, Levan still on his back. 

[9:51:58 PM] Lewot: Still coming closer... they look like maybe birds? 

[9:52:06 PM] Andrew Cornell: "...oh god..." 

[9:52:12 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: Jay shields himself with his arms. 

[9:52:19 PM] Andrew Cornell: I prepare myself for the first. 

[9:52:25 PM] Andrew Cornell: ...worst 

[9:52:29 PM] Andrew Cornell: (what the...) 

[9:52:37 PM] Andrew Cornell: (I mean it rhymes, but what the...) 

[9:52:39 PM] Lëvîtý: The first. 

[9:52:47 PM] Lewot: The objects arrive! Nope, they're not birds: they're large arrows with wings 

attached halfway down the shaft. Battle initiated! 

[9:52:57 PM] Lëvîtý: "... what?" 

[9:53:08 PM] Andrew Cornell: "What the..." 

[9:53:12 PM] Lewot: Player Phase, Miles sucks on the Slowpoke Tail for 1 MP. 

[9:53:17 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 40/40, VP 35/35, MP 5/5 

Levan~ HP 30/30, VP 45/45, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 30/30, VP 15/15, MP 35/35, 1 MP Trickle (4 turns) 

Rammen~ HP 35/35, VP 40/40, MP 5/5 



 

 

 

vs. 

 

Flying Arrow~ ??? 

Flying Arrow~ ??? 

Flying Arrow~ ??? 

[9:53:47 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I suppose I ought to look them up," I say. 

[9:53:58 PM] KV: "..." 

[9:53:59 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen looks them up in the Bestiary! 

[9:54:06 PM] KV: Miles' stunned silence is somehow audible. 

[9:54:57 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Apparently these things are Ballista Bills." 

[9:55:13 PM] KV: (oh, goddammit Lewot.) 

[9:55:14 PM] Andrew Cornell: "They're enchanted with dark magic that allows them to seek out 

their targets." 

[9:55:18 PM] KV: (I should've expected this from you.) 

[9:55:28 PM] Andrew Cornell: "They're not very strong, with only 4 HP and no VP or MP." 

[9:55:50 PM] Andrew Cornell: "They will strike for 6 damage though, with an additional 2-some 

if you're flying." 

[9:56:34 PM] Andrew Cornell: "These things will be gone after they attack, but whatever ballista 

keeps firing them will continue to do so until we beat it...why do I feel there's another fight 

coming our way?" 

[9:56:57 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan nervous anime sweatdrops. 

[9:57:05 PM] Lëvîtý: "Ballista?" 

[9:57:09 PM] Andrew Cornell: "They're weak to Fire and Wind, but immune to Poison. And 

since they fly, arrows will do more damage to them...arrows beating arrows sounds strange..." 

[9:57:42 PM] Andrew Cornell: "And that appears to be the gist of it." 

[9:58:15 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Oh wait, no Def and 1 Bra." 

[9:58:37 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Looks like a little footnote, like the author thought of it at the 

last minute..." 

[9:58:54 PM] Lëvîtý: (hahahaha) 

[9:59:07 PM] Lewot: The Ballista Bills flap in place, twitching a bit. 

[9:59:21 PM] Lewot: Miles, Levan, Jay? 

[9:59:32 PM] KV: Miles sighs heavily. 

[9:59:40 PM] KV: "We do not have time for this crap." 

[9:59:52 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: Jay attacks one Ballista Bill. 

[10:00:01 PM] Lewot: Jay slices one in half with his sword! 

[10:00:24 PM] KV: He tosses Levan up slightly, grabs his bow and an arrow, fires at a Ballista 

Bill, places his bow back over his shoulder, and catches Levan. 

[10:00:39 PM] KV: (one swift movement) 

[10:00:50 PM] Lewot: Miles' arrow snaps another Bill in half! 

[10:02:14 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan attacks one or something! With the Flame Lance. 

[10:02:30 PM] Lewot: Levan's Flame Lance sets the last Bill on fire! 

[10:02:36 PM] Lewot: You all get 1 XP for participating. 

[10:02:41 PM] Lewot: The battle ends. 

[10:02:47 PM] Lewot: Now, run fast before more come at you! 



 

 

[10:02:52 PM] KV: "Alright, let's go." 

[10:02:53 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Let's move!" 

[10:03:05 PM] Andrew Cornell: I run quickly...somewhere? 

[10:03:18 PM] KV: Miles sprints forward down the straight and narrow path, still carrying Levan 

for reasons unknown. 

[10:03:20 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan rides on Miles or somethigng. 

[10:03:29 PM] Andrew Cornell: I chase after Miles! 

[10:03:34 PM] Lewot: Miles takes off and Rammen and Jay follow! 

[10:03:41 PM] Lewot: The party sprints down the path! 

[10:03:51 PM] Lewot: THWUNK, THWUNK, THWUNK 

[10:04:04 PM] Lewot: you watch as more arrows fly toward you! 

[10:04:07 PM] KV: "Come ON." 

[10:04:12 PM] KV: Miles casts Tornado as a First Strike! 

[10:04:30 PM] Lewot: You reach about the middle of the path just as the arrows reach you. Miles 

blasts them with a Tornado! 

[10:04:35 PM] Lewot: Let's see... 

[10:04:55 PM] Lewot: (You also had support bonuses in the last battle, but you would've killed 

them either way) 

[10:05:04 PM] Andrew Cornell: (being so low in health that they are) 

[10:05:23 PM] Lewot: ...All three Ballista Bills become Dizzy from the Tornado! 

[10:05:42 PM] Lewot: On the upside, since it was a First Strike, Miles' 1 MP is restored by his 

Slowpoke Tail. 

[10:06:39 PM] Lewot: Player Phase 

[10:06:47 PM] Lewot: Miles can act again, since it was a first strike. 

[10:07:39 PM] KV: Miles shoots at one of the Bills, pulling off the same motion he did before. 

[10:07:52 PM] Lewot: The Bill drops! 

[10:07:54 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan ttacks one with Flame Lancw dmsdsde 

[10:08:12 PM] Andrew Cornell: I lash at another with my whip! 

[10:08:16 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: Jay attacks one. 

[10:08:16 PM] Lewot: A second one bursts into flame! 

[10:08:21 PM] KV: (I believe that puts me one shot away from Weapon Level B.) 

[10:08:24 PM] Lewot: Rammen attacks the last one first... 

[10:08:35 PM] Lëvîtý: You mean 'flamwesdedse' 

[10:08:38 PM] Lewot: He deals 3 damage, I think, allowing Jay to finish it off. 

[10:08:43 PM] Lewot: (Yes, that) 

[10:09:01 PM] Lewot: You all get 1 more XP. 

[10:09:15 PM] Lewot: You continue dashing toward the cliff where the ballista is sitting! 

[10:09:28 PM] Lewot: As you approach, you see that it's actually three ballistae, hence the three 

arrows at a time. 

[10:09:39 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Well that's not good..." 

[10:09:46 PM] Lewot: They fire off another round. 

[10:10:02 PM] Lewot: The Bills turn downward and come toward you! 

[10:10:11 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I'll handle these," I say, launching a PK Fire Alpha at the 

arrows! 

[10:10:15 PM] Lëvîtý: (brbathroom) 



 

 

[10:10:28 PM] KV: (be right bathroom indeed) 

[10:10:32 PM] Lewot: Rammen destroys all three Bills with a PK Fire first strike! 

[10:10:45 PM] Lewot: Er, wait, Alpha would do... 

[10:10:49 PM] Lewot: oh yeah, it would. 

[10:10:55 PM] Lewot: Pow pow pow! 

[10:11:08 PM] Lewot: You're at the bottom of the cliff, and we'll pause for Levitita. 

[10:11:45 PM] KV: (You WOULD include a Paper Mario staple like the Bill Cannons) 

[10:12:40 PM] Lewot: I was trying to figure out how to simulate how annoying ballistas are in 

Fire Emblem, and then I realized... >:3 

[10:13:07 PM] KV: (wouldn't it be ballistae?) 

[10:13:24 PM] Lewot: Yes, and I said it right in the narration 

[10:13:43 PM] Lewot: this is just me talking, though, in which case to simulate my real speech 

patterns, I use the incorrect plural. 

[10:14:09 PM] KV: (lolzy) 

[10:16:34 PM] Lewot: (Now I must bathroom.) 

[10:17:13 PM] Lëvîtý: (bckck) 

[10:19:08 PM] Lewot: (Me too.) 

[10:19:27 PM] Lewot: Unpause 

[10:19:33 PM] Lewot: you're at the bottom of the cliff. 

[10:19:39 PM] Lewot: It looks too high for most of you to jump up. 

[10:19:47 PM] Lewot: Somebody try something quick before they fire again. 

[10:19:58 PM] KV: "Rammen, look 'em up, quick." 

[10:20:15 PM] Lewot: Erm, actually, I meant, you haven't initiated battle with the ballistae yet. 

[10:20:19 PM] KV: (aren't we in battle, since Rammen first striked?) 

[10:20:29 PM] Lewot: That was a different battle, slightly farther back. 

[10:20:31 PM] Andrew Cornell: (I killed all the enemies with that first strike >.>) 

[10:20:48 PM] Lewot: If you like, though, they fire again, initiating battle themselves. 

[10:20:57 PM] Lewot: Player Phase 

[10:21:12 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen uses the Bestiary to look up the Ballistas firing at 

them! 

[10:21:15 PM] KV: (then we should all get one more XP for that mini battle that ended as 

quickly as it began) 

[10:21:27 PM] Lewot: You did 

[10:21:44 PM] Andrew Cornell: (if it began at all <.<) 

[10:22:03 PM] KV: ("ended as quickly as it ended" is redundant and weird. ANYWAY) 

[10:22:50 PM] Lëvîtý: (pickles) 

[10:22:57 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Well, we're familiar with the Ballista Bills, but these are the 

Bill Ballistas that fire them." 

[10:23:32 PM] Andrew Cornell: (pronounced Bill Ba-las-tah, as though with a posh and very 

British accent) 

[10:24:02 PM] Andrew Cornell: "They have 19 HP and no VP or MP. Not that they need it since 

they can fire those Ballista Bills." 

[10:24:10 PM] Andrew Cornell: "They each have 1 Def and 1 Bra. 

[10:24:40 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Again, they themselves can't attack, but they fire off those 

Ballista Bills which deal 6 damage to us!" 



 

 

[10:24:57 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Each fires once per turn, and since there are three, well, you 

can do the math." 

[10:25:07 PM] Andrew Cornell: (it's funny cause that's the point of Arpeggio~) 

[10:25:16 PM] Lewot: (<3) 

[10:25:29 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Their weakness is in Fire, and they're immune to Poison." 

[10:25:57 PM] Andrew Cornell: "And since we're down here and they're up there, we can only 

hit them with projectile attacks unless we get closer." 

[10:26:25 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 40/40, VP 35/35, MP 5/5, Attack +1 (1), Magic +1 (1), Brain +1 

(1) 

Levan~ HP 30/30, VP 45/45, MP 5/5, Attack +1 (1), Magic +1 (1), Brain +1 (1) 

Miles~ HP 30/30, VP 15/15, MP 35/35, Attack +1 (1), Magic +1 (1), Brain +1 (1), 1 MP Trickle 

(1) 

Rammen~ HP 35/35, VP 37/40, MP 5/5, Attack +1 (1), Magic +1 (1), Brain +1 (1) 

 

vs. 

 

Ballista Bill~ HP 4/4 

Ballista Bill~ HP 4/4 

Ballista Bill~ HP 4/4 

 

Bill Ballista~ HP 19/19 

Bill Ballista~ HP 19/19 

Bill Ballista~ HP 19/19 

[10:26:56 PM] KV: "迫不得已所有的行星在宇宙中了我的屁股" 

[10:27:07 PM] Lëvîtý: "... ," 

[10:27:51 PM] Andrew Cornell: "すみません、にく、ありがとう。” 

[10:28:01 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: Jay would attack a Ballsta Bill, that bit of, uh... 

Words, confusing him worse than Levan's "spanish". Why couldn't humans just have one 

universal language like monsters? 

[10:28:12 PM] Andrew Cornell: ”こん日和、おいしいですか。” 

[10:28:31 PM] Lewot: Unfortunately, Jay doesn't have any projectile attacks, and he can't jump 

high enough to get onto the cliff! Perhaps he could use an item. 

[10:28:55 PM] Andrew Cornell: (I think that's Lewot saying wink wink) 

[10:28:55 PM] Lewot: Or, don't forget, you all also have the Defend command. 

[10:29:09 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: Oh, the Ballista Bills are also out of reach? 

[10:29:20 PM] Lewot: Yes, they're staying up there until they attack. 

[10:29:36 PM] Lewot: Tricky bastards. 

[10:29:49 PM] Lëvîtý: Would raising everyone's attack do any good? 

[10:30:08 PM] KV: (Not mine, since I fire Arrows, which are unaffected) 

[10:30:41 PM | Edited 10:30:50 PM] Lewot: Hmm... actually, yeah, and Rammen uses psychic 

attacks... Levan could raise her own Attack and throw her Javelin, though. But that's  not really 

worth 9 VP when the Flame Lance is super effective. 

[10:31:23 PM] Lewot: Of course, if you turned everyone into raccoons, you all could fly up there 

and use melee attacks. 



 

 

[10:31:27 PM] Lewot: But that's a lot of VP. 

[10:32:49 PM] Lewot: The Bills might wipe out your Raccoon HP, but if you fly up there once, 

you'd stay up there for the rest of the battle. 

[10:33:24 PM] KV: (Probably the best idea, because I can't think of any other way to get up the 

cliff after the battle anyway.) 

[10:33:31 PM] Lewot: Also, to remind everyone, the Defend command removes 1 damage from 

all attacks that you take for one turn, even attacks that ignore defense or pierce armor. So you can 

do that when you have nothing else to do. 

[10:34:03 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan should Raccoon everyone then? 

[10:34:09 PM] Lewot: If you wish. 

[10:34:13 PM] Lëvîtý: , 

[10:34:35 PM] Lëvîtý: okay then 

[10:34:45 PM] Lewot: Levan uses... what did we call it? Volamos! 

[10:35:11 PM] Lewot: Levan's lifting ability gives everyone the power of flight in the form of a 

Raccoon State! 

[10:35:34 PM] Lewot: You all get 5 extra HP, like with the Fire Flower, but although you can 

fly, you won't take extra damage from the arrows in a Raccoon State. 

[10:35:55 PM] KV: Miles' eyes light up. He's always wanted to fly. 

[10:35:58 PM] Lewot: You all grow brown raccoon ears and tails and fly up the cliff. 

[10:36:15 PM] Lewot: This does not take up your turns, except for Levan's, of course. 

[10:36:26 PM] Lewot: Now Jay could attack directly! 

[10:37:03 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: Jay does so - Jaggermonsta on the Bill Ballista. 

[10:37:19 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I'm glad we came up with this as a viable way of ascending the 

cliffside in a timely manner," I note. 

[10:37:25 PM] Lewot: Jay batters one of the ballistae with Jaggermonsta! 

[10:37:44 PM] Lewot: 8 damage +1 support boost -1 Defense should come to 8, right? 

[10:37:57 PM] KV: (theoretically) 

[10:38:09 PM] Lewot: And... did Miles act? 

[10:38:16 PM] KV: (nope) 

[10:38:42 PM] KV: Miles uses Imbue on Rammen's Whip, praying for some luck in his magic 

hands. 

[10:39:14 PM] Lewot: Rammen's Stockwhip is imbued with Ice! 

[10:39:38 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Well, that's an interesting feature," I chuckle. 

[10:39:46 PM] Lewot: Enemy Phase 

[10:39:55 PM] KV: "I was hoping for Fire..." 

[10:40:01 PM] Lewot: one of the Bills slams into Miles! Miles depowers from Raccoon form. 

[10:40:12 PM] KV: "Awww..." 

[10:40:16 PM] Lewot: One of the Bills slams into Levan! Levan depowers from Raccoon form. 

[10:40:28 PM] Lewot: One of the Bills slams into Rammen! Rammen depowers from Raccoon 

form. 

[10:40:46 PM] Lewot: All three ballistae fire a new Bill to replace the ones that just died. 

[10:40:53 PM] Lewot: Player Phase, Miles sucks the Slowpoke Tail dry. 

[10:41:09 PM] Lewot: And your support bonuses wear off. 

[10:41:24 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen whips one of the Ballistas with his whip! 

[10:41:30 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Might as well get some use out of this!" 



 

 

[10:42:11 PM] Lewot: Do you attack the same one Jay attacked? 

[10:42:44 PM] Lewot: Jay~ RHP 5/5, HP 40/40, VP 31/35, MP 5/5 

Levan~ HP 30/30, VP 31/45, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 30/30, VP 15/15, MP 31/35 

Rammen~ HP 35/35, VP 37/40, MP 5/5, Ice Imbued (2) 

 

vs. 

 

Ballista Bill~ HP 4/4 

Ballista Bill~ HP 4/4 

Ballista Bill~ HP 4/4 

 

Bill Ballista~ HP 11/19 

Bill Ballista~ HP 19/19 

Bill Ballista~ HP 19/19 

[10:44:03 PM] Andrew Cornell: (y) 

[10:44:08 PM] Lewot: 2 damage, and... 

[10:44:33 PM] Lewot: it does not get Frozen. 

[10:44:49 PM] Lewot: Jay~ RHP 5/5, HP 40/40, VP 31/35, MP 5/5 

Levan~ HP 30/30, VP 31/45, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 30/30, VP 15/15, MP 31/35 

Rammen~ HP 35/35, VP 37/40, MP 5/5, Ice Imbued (1) 

 

vs. 

 

Ballista Bill~ HP 4/4 

Ballista Bill~ HP 4/4 

Ballista Bill~ HP 4/4 

 

Bill Ballista~ HP 9/19 

Bill Ballista~ HP 19/19 

Bill Ballista~ HP 19/19 

[10:45:04 PM] KV: Miles nocks six arrows. 

[10:45:09 PM] KV: Miles uses Rain of Arrows! 

[10:45:24 PM] Lewot: The Bills are stricken down by their own kind, and each ballista takes 5 

damage! 

[10:45:52 PM] KV: (I ask this every time, but do I only get Weapon Level points for the one 

attack, or for each arrow?) 

[10:46:03 PM] Lewot: Just the one. 

[10:46:14 PM] Lewot: Jay~ RHP 5/5, HP 40/40, VP 31/35, MP 5/5 

Levan~ HP 30/30, VP 31/45, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 30/30, VP 12/15, MP 31/35 

Rammen~ HP 35/35, VP 37/40, MP 5/5, Ice Imbued (1) 

 

vs. 



 

 

 

Bill Ballista~ HP 4/19 

Bill Ballista~ HP 14/19 

Bill Ballista~ HP 14/19 

[10:46:24 PM] KV: (Either way, that should put me at B) 

[10:46:35 PM] Lewot: Jay, Levan? 

[10:46:59 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan attacks something with a Flame Lance maybe. 

[10:47:05 PM] Lëvîtý: unless she can't reach??? 

[10:47:14 PM] KV: (you could reach one way or the other) 

[10:47:29 PM] Lewot: Yeah, you guys flew up the hill, but the Flame Lance is thrown anyway. 

[10:47:33 PM] KV: (We flew up when we were all Racoons, so now we're at their level, but even 

if we weren't, you can throw your Lance pretty far) 

[10:47:48 PM] Lewot: Attack the weak one or one of the other two? 

[10:48:07 PM] Lëvîtý: the weak eoen 

[10:48:16 PM] Lewot: Levan destroys one Bill Ballista! 

[10:48:22 PM] Lewot: With her Flame Lance. 

[10:48:37 PM] Lëvîtý: , 

[10:49:42 PM] Lewot: (Is Miles at 19 arrows remaining?) 

[10:49:51 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: Jay attacks another Bill Ballista with Jagermonsta. 

[10:49:58 PM] KV: (...yes. I just realized. hahaha) 

[10:50:06 PM] Lewot: Jay deals 8 damage to another one! 

[10:50:13 PM] Lewot: I'm not forgetting any boosts, am I? 

[10:50:27 PM] KV: (Not unless Jay gets a boost for being a Racoon) 

[10:50:43 PM] Lewot: Nope, so that's Enemy Phase 

[10:50:53 PM] Lewot: they, of course, shoot out two more Bills. 

[10:51:26 PM] Lewot: Jay~ RHP 5/5, HP 40/40, VP 27/35, MP 5/5 

Levan~ HP 30/30, VP 31/45, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 30/30, VP 12/15, MP 31/35 

Rammen~ HP 35/35, VP 37/40, MP 5/5, Ice Imbued (1) 

 

vs. 

 

Ballista Bill~ HP 4/4 

Ballista Bill~ HP 4/4 

 

Bill Ballista~ HP 0/19, Dead 

Bill Ballista~ HP 6/19 

Bill Ballista~ HP 14/19 

[10:51:30 PM] Lewot: Player Phase 

[10:51:54 PM] KV: Miles shoots the stronger of the two Ballistae with another arrow. 

[10:52:03 PM] Lewot: 5 damage! 

[10:52:25 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen unleashes PK Fire Beta on the Ballistas! 

[10:53:05 PM] Lewot: They both take 5 damage! And... 

[10:53:21 PM] Lewot: neither is burned. 

[10:53:32 PM] Lewot: Also, here is the Beta: β 



 

 

[10:54:32 PM] Lewot: Oh, right, and the Bills die. 

[10:54:47 PM] Andrew Cornell: (yayyyy dead Bills) 

[10:54:48 PM] Lewot: Jay~ RHP 5/5, HP 40/40, VP 27/35, MP 5/5 

Levan~ HP 30/30, VP 31/45, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 30/30, VP 12/15, MP 31/35 

Rammen~ HP 35/35, VP 32/40, MP 5/5, Ice Imbued (1) 

 

vs. 

 

Bill Ballista~ HP 0/19, Dead 

Bill Ballista~ HP 1/19 

Bill Ballista~ HP 4/19 

[10:55:18 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan attacks the stronger Ballista with her Flame Lance! 

[10:55:33 PM] Lewot: Levan destroys another Bill Ballista! 

[10:55:39 PM] KV: "Jay, finish it off?" 

[10:55:44 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: Jay did so. 

[10:55:59 PM] Lewot: Alright, how much XP is that... 

[10:56:31 PM] Lewot: Yep, it still adds up to 20. You all level up! 

[10:56:44 PM] Lewot: And Jay is still in a Raccoon State. 

[10:56:59 PM] KV: >HP 

[10:57:29 PM] Andrew Cornell: >MP 

[10:57:33 PM] Lewot: Does the Imbue wear off after battle? 

[10:57:41 PM] Lewot: And do you mean MP, Arora? 

[10:57:48 PM] Andrew Cornell: I do 

[10:57:48 PM] KV: (Shouldn't, he's still got an attack left) 

[10:58:00 PM] Lëvîtý: >VP 

[10:58:22 PM] Lewot: And Jay's level up stat? 

[10:59:59 PM] Lewot: (Oh man, at some point we should Imbue the Bestiary. That would be 

great.) 

[11:00:08 PM] KV: (ah hahahahahaha) 

[11:00:18 PM] Andrew Cornell: (go, my Ice Bestiary!) 

[11:00:19 PM] KV: (Bestiary transformed into Fire Tome!) 

[11:00:27 PM] Lëvîtý: (dlsjklldjasdasdla) 

[11:01:00 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: >HP 

[11:01:31 PM] Lewot: Alright. 

[11:02:00 PM] Lewot: Now, in front of you, on top of the cliff, there is a small break between the 

trees that you could probably squeeze through. 

[11:02:15 PM] Lewot: Also, behind the broken remains of the ballistae, there is one of those root 

switches. 

[11:03:32 PM] KV: Miles, still carrying Levan, stands on top of the root switch, just to see what 

it does. 

[11:03:43 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan is happy. 

[11:04:24 PM] Lewot: The root switch cracks under their combined weight, and root stairs grow 

out of the cliffside underneath you. 

[11:04:47 PM] KV: "...Welp. Guess we cheated our way past that." 



 

 

[11:04:57 PM] Lewot: And Jay can still fly right now :3 

[11:05:00 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Onwards down the path then? 

[11:05:33 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan clings onto Miles. 

[11:05:36 PM] Andrew Cornell: (I'll brb) 

[11:05:41 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: "Onwards sounds good." 

[11:05:51 PM] Lëvîtý: "Miles, you are so wonderful!" 

[11:05:57 PM] KV: "I suppose so. We might be able to get through those trees there." 

[11:06:27 PM] KV: "Well, you spend so much time lifting us, I figured it was time we lifted you 

for a change." Miles beams, though Levan can't really see his face. 

[11:06:33 PM] Lewot: You all have gained quite a few support points from those extra Bill 

battles and everything you've done. 

[11:07:00 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan does a little squealy thing. 

[11:07:14 PM] Lewot: The party squeezes through the gap in the trees. 

[11:07:43 PM] Lewot: The next room is fairly small. It contains two root switches, one directly 

across from the entrance and one off to the left. Off to the right is a Save Block. 

[11:08:01 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan looks around, blinking. 

[11:08:06 PM] Lëvîtý: She seems curious. 

[11:08:08 PM] Lewot: The root switch in the forward direction is bigger than any one you've 

seen before. 

[11:08:27 PM] Lewot: The cicadas are a bit quieter here. 

[11:08:29 PM] KV: Miles goes to step on the root switch off to the left. 

[11:08:37 PM] Lewot: Miles steps on the switch 

[11:08:51 PM] Lewot: the trees in front of him part, revealing Abram and Pidenski! 

[11:09:02 PM] Lewot: Abram "Ah! Why hello there." 

[11:09:18 PM] Lewot: Abram "We were just about to give up on this puzzle, as a matter of fact." 

[11:09:23 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Abram, Pidenski!" 

[11:09:46 PM] KV: Miles nods. "I know that feeling. I've fallen into like three bottomless pits 

since we left Trelvet." 

[11:09:59 PM] KV: (I think? Sounds right.) 

[11:10:06 PM] Lewot: (Probably...) 

[11:10:46 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan feels something familiar. 

[11:10:52 PM] Lëvîtý: "Hi guys." 

[11:11:09 PM] Lewot: Abram "Ahem. So, good patrons of travel, how has your time in this 

woodland ecosystem served you?" 

[11:11:31 PM] Andrew Cornell: "In more ways than one," I reply. 

[11:12:10 PM] Jay the Ramrod of Wrong: "Hrm... It went interestingly. How did things fair for 

you?" 

[11:12:17 PM] KV: (fare*) 

[11:13:22 PM] Lewot: Abram "I daresay you've hit the nail on the head with your description. 

This is no uneventful forested locale." 

[11:13:59 PM] Lewot: Abram "We have yet to come into contact with any of the fabled Blood 

Orb artifacts, however." 

[11:14:13 PM] KV: (I have an uneasy feeling.) 

[11:14:45 PM] Lewot: Abram looks at the other, larger root switch as he and Pidenski move 

through the opening. 



 

 

[11:15:06 PM] Lewot: Abram "Has your party explored the function of this, erm, root switch?" 

[11:15:25 PM] KV: "Not yet, but we've run into so many of them, we can kinda guess." 

[11:15:36 PM] Lewot: He looks at the Save Block. 

[11:16:17 PM] Lëvîtý: A shudder runs through Levan's body and she looks back. 

[11:16:21 PM] Lewot: Abram "It is often said that the fortune of encountering a Save Block is 

negatively equaled, or as it may be, exceeded, by what is to come after." 

[11:17:40 PM] Andrew Cornell: I watch Abram and Pidenski closely. After all, I remember what 

the tree from before mentioned about them. 

[11:17:58 PM] KV: " 'The good fortune of finding a Save Block is inversely proportional to that 

of the events succeeding it.' The First Law of Adventuring. We learned that at the Academy." 

Miles quotes. 

[11:18:06 PM] Lewot: Pidenski kinda flies around Abram's head, slowly. 

[11:18:17 PM] Lewot: Abram "Nevertheless, if we can analyze one of the Blood Orbs, we may 

be able to devise a method of reversing its effects." 

[11:18:22 PM] Lëvîtý: Levans watches the two men in a dazed manner. 

[11:18:46 PM] Lëvîtý: "Shouldn't we hit the Save Block or something?" 

[11:19:06 PM] Lewot: Abram "That would probably prove to be a wise decision." 

[11:19:21 PM] Lewot: He bows, letting one of you do the honors. 

[11:19:35 PM] KV: Miles carries Levan to the spot directly underneath the Save Block. 

[11:19:51 PM] Lëvîtý: Levan hits it! 

[11:20:14 PM] Lewot: Saving... don't turn off the Seraph Woods. 

[11:21:05 PM] Lewot: Save complete. 


